“Any contracted service relies on a partnership
between both parties to function efficiently.
Since retendering the service 12 months ago,
Cushman & Wakeﬁeld have been impressed
with the professional service provided by
Propertyserve ensuring that a true partnership
has developed with this company. Regular
meetings have always focused on a collective
approach to
improve service
offering, rather
than working to
the T&Cs of the
contract.”

“WE HAVE WORKED EXTREMELY HARD IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE CUSHMAN &
WAKEFIELD TEAM TO FORM A BESPOKE
SERVICE SOLUTION THAT MEETS AND
EXCEEDS THE REQUIREMENTS OF A
GLOBAL PROVIDER. WE ARE DELIGHTED
WITH THE ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE AND
LOOK FORWARD TO CONTINUING TO
WORK, JUST AS HARD, TO IMPROVE AND
INNOVATE NEW EXCITING SOLUTIONS TO
ENHANCE CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD’S
SERVICE OFFERING FURTHER.”

Peter Drabble
Head of FM Operations*

CHRIS MACDONALD,
MANAGING DIRECTOR – PROPERTYSERVE UK LTD

Great Western Arcade

The brief
In May 2014, Propertyserve (UK) Ltd, was invited to tender for
the UK FM helpdesk contract for Cushman and Wakeﬁeld
Property and Asset Management, Corporate Occupier and
Investor Services, Cushman & Wakeﬁeld Site Services Ltd.
The portfolio consists of over 250 unmanned properties.
The properties are geographically diverse – with locations
ranging from Aberdeen to Exeter and the stock including
shopping centres, trophy assets, retail parks and multi let
office buildings.
Propertyserve, together with Cushman & Wakeﬁeld’s
management team had to dispel pre-determined ideas from
the FM team that the helpdesk would struggle to add value to
the FM provision. The service had been set up withsustainable
growth in mind, servicing the existing requirements whilst
providing the structural ﬂexibility to fluctuate in tandem with
the property portfolio.
The objectives were to improve and streamline the existing

outsourced helpdesk provision, whilst engaging in a partnership
mentality which would enable the relationship to evolve in line
with Cushman and Wakeﬁeld’s growing requirements.

“

...Prior to the Partnership with Propertyserve our
helpdesk function was somewhat fragmented with
inefficient systems and processes which were often
not followed and which caused frustrations within the
C&W FM teams. The partnership has transformed the
helpdesk function into a very efficient service forwhich
we tend to receive complements on these
days rather
than complaints which in a service environment is
very unusual indeed.”
Barry Samain, MBIFM Senior Facilities Manager (South)*

“PROPERTYSERVE HAVE PROVIDED A HELPDESK
PLATFORM 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
THAT HAS BEEN OUTSOURCED TO A VERY HIGH
“BEING ON THE ROAD AND IN REGULAR
STANDARD ENSURING C&W CAN
MEETINGS I RELY ON THE PROPERTYSERVE TEAM
FOCUS ON THEIR ASSET MANAGEMENT,
AND THEY NEVER LET ME DOWN I CANNOT
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND
THANK THEM ENOUGH FOR EVERYTHING THEY
ACHIEVEMENT OF C&W BUSINESS GOALS.”
DO AND THE WAY THEY DO IT.”
PETER DRABBLE
BEN PLATT ABIFM
HEAD OF FM OPERATIONS*
REGIONAL FACILITIES MANAGER (SOUTH)*

The implementation
Following contract instruction at the
beginning of May 20 14, Propertyserve
embarked on a speedy implementation
process in order to meet a tight go live date.

“

...The Propertyserve approach to building up the
database was an innovative breath of fresh air, clearly
not relying on faceless administrators, but getting out
there, to the C&W team, so we all knew each other from
the start. Simple things like meeting the operators, then
ensuring that those operators stay with the contract,
have been key in sustaining the success we have
achieved so far.”
Paul J Davies, MBIFM
Associate, Head - London FM Operations*

It is essential for helpdesks to operate at 100 % from day one
as ﬁrst impressions can have a huge impact on the contract as a
whole, especially when attempting to gain buy-in from arange of
stakeholders. To facilitate a smooth transition,
Propertyserve embarked on a road trip, taking in all C&W
o ces whilst dealing with all of the relevant hardware logistics
back in the office. The purpose of the road trip was twofold:
1. To present the new service offering to the offces and staffof
relevant stakeholders
2. To ensure that the Propertyserve team met as many of the
FM team as possible prior to launch day with an aim of
breaking down any initial barriers or pre-determined ideas
over how or what value the helpdesk would be able to add.
Together with senior representatives of the Cushman &
Wakeﬁeld FM team the service was explained, myths
dispelled and questions answered. The Journey began in
London working its way north, stopping in Birmingham and
ﬁnishing in Manchester.

“

...The initial phase of the partnership, with
Propertyserve, was to be open in our requirementsand
for Propertyserve to be clear about what was
achievable within the conﬁnes of our scope, and cost.
The next stage was to ensure that collectively we built
up a strong knowledge base, both in terms of the
property data, the contractor data, but also in the
Propertyserve team sitting and talking to our sta to
discuss those small details, about the properties,which
could be the key issues when an emergency occurred
at a property. “
Paul J Davies, MBIFM
Associate, Head - London FM Operations*

Training for the Cushman and Wakeﬁeld FM team was
incorporated into the road trip. This included property speciﬁc
data collation which is key when delivering a truly pro-active
helpdesk service. Propertyserve’s team spent three days with
the Cushman and Wakeﬁeld representatives, successfully
demonstrating the service and answering the many questions
the FM team had. The exercise served to ensure that the new
helpdesk provision was going to be managed as a true
partnership that had potential to add signiﬁcant value to the FM
operations.
Finsbury Square

The outcomes
12 months on from the helpdesk service launch, Cushman and
Wakeﬁeld has a reliable and trusted helpdesk partner that
acts as a hub for tenants, FM’s and suppliers alike.
Propertyserve in partnership with Cushman & Wakeﬁeld to
convince the people on the ground that the newservice was
going to be of beneﬁt to them. Initially it was met with a
mixture of scepticism and openness. However, the transition
process was seamless and – without exception - the service
has been well received across the board. Propertyserve
immediately had a positive impact on the FM community, with
any initial scepticism soon passing and being replaced with
messages of praise and appreciation for the service the
helpdesk is providing.

“

...The partnership between Propertyserve and
C&W has been built within an open and trustworthy
environment. Through regular meetings and
communication, Propertyserve have gathered a very
comprehensive understanding of the C&W business
and good working relationships with all parties and
stakeholders. Vice versa C&W have built good
working relationships with the Propertyserve
stakeholders. Key to this has been the dedicated
resource to the relationship and the stability within
the
Propertyserve team to really maximise the
knowledge base. This knowledge and
understanding has helped Propertyserve to building
the business processes tailored to our requirements
and to fulﬁl the requirements of the partnership.
Propertyserve have challenged our existing
processes and through these challenges have
enabled our business processes to be amended to
achieve maximum efficiency and beneﬁt.”
Barry Samain, MBIFM
Senior Facilities Manager (South)*

Relationships between Propertyserve helpdesk staffand
Cushman & Wakeﬁeld staff quickly blossomed, whilst having a
dedicated helpdesk team ensured portfolio knowledge could
be developed, service delivery enhanced and trust from the
FM team earned and enhanced.

“

...Inevitably, complaints will sometimes arise and the
service require audit, both internally and externally, for
business continuity purposes. Propertyserve have
excelled in all areas when the service has been
investigated. Recorded telephone conversations,
external consultant observations during business
continuity practice and speciﬁc internal compliance
audits have always produced exemplary results. Thisis
an accurate reﬂection of the skilled and professional
Propertyserve helpdesk team.“
Peter Drabble, Head of FM Operations*

The service is 100% paper free, everything is done online, or
via the telephone, WebEx meetings take place in order tomake
better use of time and resource whilst also ensuring that the
carbon footprint left by the parties involved is minimal.

“

...The helpdesk offering is dependent and adaptable
to C&W processes and procedures. It allows thorough
data collection of all adhoc reactive works allowing
measurement of Carbon Footprint, ISO 14001 compliance
and speciﬁc data required to monitor, collect, review and
change internal C&W sustainability initiatives.”
Bethany Ridge
FM Ops Administration Team Leader*

Propertyserve have increased the dedicated resource
running the helpdesk in order to deal with the additional
volume, volume that quickly increased once the service went
live, largely due to the trust that had developed.
Over 50 of Cushman & Wakeﬁeld’s manned properties,
which were previously excluded, have now been introduced
to the service.
The helpdesk has dealt with in excess of 16,000 calls from
the portfolio, boasting an average pick up time of just 4
seconds. It has dealt with and managed 9,750 maintenance
requests, over 250 0 of which have been emergencyrequests,
dealt with within 4 hours.

“

...Propertyserve have challenged our existing
processes and have enabled our business processes
to be amended to achieve maximum efficiency and
beneﬁt.”
Barry Samain, MBIFM
Senior Facilities Manager (South)*

The authority parameters afforded to the helpdesk team
have changed since the helpdesk launched, Propertyserve
are now trusted to make decisions on behalf of FM’s where
they are uncontactable or if the situation dictates immediate
action is required due to health & safety or security.

“

...The success of the partnership has been evident
in the feedback from our stakeholders, who now are
conﬁdent to utilise the services of the helpdesk and
also comment positively on the helpdesk operators,
who are all known to them as well.”
Paul J Davies, MBIFM
Associate, Head of London FM Operations*

*Property and Asset Management
Corporate Occupier & Investor Services
Cushman & Wakeﬁeld Site Services Limited

Don’t just take our word for it...

..Propertyserve have drastically changed our
“support
system within the Scottish region. The
Helpdesk team are always patient, professional and
polite. They never hurry to terminate a call and they
ensure that the issue is fully resolved to the client &
tenants satisfaction. It is not easy to achieve this
level of service when there are other calls tosupport
and in my experience I have never had to
wait to
have a support call answered. They are a
key part of
the Scottish FM team.”

...Continuous trust and the regular exchange of
“ideas
has allowed for both parties to jointly reﬁne
and evolve the helpdesk service. An example of
such evolution is the helpdesk’s involvement in
C&W’s Business Continuity Planning – a set of
exercises designed to test the communication
and procedures of all relevant parties in how they
cope with major emergency scenarios such as
terrorist attacks, crashed oil tankers and riot
control. As a result of this, the helpdesk has
demonstrated its ability to fulﬁl its role as the
communications hub between Cushman &
Wakeﬁeld and their tenants/clients in the event of
such scenario, providing an additional dimension
to the current service being provided to the
Cushman & Wakeﬁeld Site Services team, while
increasing the helpdesk’s exposure to previously
unrehearsed scenarios.”
Lawrence Green
Team Leader for Cushman & Wakeﬁeld Helpdesk
Propertyserve Uk Ltd

Matthew Alexander MBIFM
Regional Facilities Manager (Scotland)*

...The Propertyserve helpdesk is fully C&W
“branded
and seen as an extension of the

...Since Propertyserve joined the Cushman and
“Wakeﬁeld
team they have made a huge contribution to
the effectiveness and smooth running of the FM services
we offer our clients. Having a personal touch to the
operatives who have been allocated to our contract was
a very exciting prospect as this has not only improved
service to us as Facilities Managers due to the increased
knowledge in our sites but also offers a more personal
and knowledgeable service to our customers who call
24hrs a day, yet still receive the same high level ofservice
no matter what the time.”
Ben Platt ABIFM
Regional Facilities Manager (South)*

department. This reﬂects the reliability of the
service offered which has given C&W conﬁdence
in Propertyserve communicating with clients and
tenants. Propertyserve have led and encouraged
innovation within the department through use of
social media and offering of an iOs application.
Alignment to CAFM goals continues to be
investigated.”
Peter Drabble
Head of FM Operations*

